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2016 overview

• Internal cohesion vs external visibility
• New research vs dissemination of state of art
• Collaborating with external partners vs keeping up critical profile

• External visibility through dissemination while keeping up our profile
Agenda for 2017

- February, 22
  PI.lab/ECP
  Privacy by Design - 2

- March, 3
  PI.lab Quarterly Event
  TNO

- June, 2
  PI.lab Quarterly event
  RU

- June 19 - 23
  PI.lab Summer school - 2
  Berg en Dal

- July, xx
  PI.lab Round table - 2
  Machine learning

- September - October
  Privacy Xpress

- September, xx
  PI.lab/ECP
  Privacy by Design - 3

- October, 6
  PI.lab Quarterly Event
  TILT

- November, xx
  PI.lab Round table - 3
  XXX

- December, 9
  PI.lab Annual Conference

- March, 3
  PI.lab Quarterly Event
  TNO
• **On-going**
  – NWO: Patterns 4 Privacy
  – COMMIT2Data: PRANA
  – H2020: ENDORSE

• **Pending**
  – H2020 DS-8-2017 Strand 1: PET
  – H2020 DS-8-2017 Strand 2: GDPR
  – H2020 DS-8-2017 Strand 3: eID

  – Commit2Data: ??
• Radboud university: 3 PhDs on interface Digital security and law
• Radboud University: research programme on Parkinson’s disease and PEP
• TNO: TKI research project (Pending) on privacy dashboards in care settings
• TILT: Lorenz workshop on Privacy by Design
Studies and consultancy

- **ING**
  - Workshop on Privacy by Design

- **Smart mobility**
  - Workshop on privacy awareness

- **Privacy Xpress**
  - Workshop on privacy awareness

- **Enexis**
  - Privacy by design: “Handboek Soldaat”

- **SBIR activity with SIG**
  - Submitted

- **EZ**
  - RESPECT4U programme with ECP; under development